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1. Abstract
This technical report summarizes findings on the
adaptive control of a transparent Bridgman crystal growth
furnace. The task of the process controller is to establish
a user specified axial temperature profile by controlling
the temperatures in eight heating zones. The furnace
controller is built around a computer. Adaptive PID
(Proportional Integral Derivative) and Pole Placement
control algorithms are applied. The need for adaptive
controller stems from the fact that the zone dynamics
changes with respect to time. The controller tested
extensively on the Lead Bromide crystal growth. Several
different temperature profiles and ampoule's translational
rates are tried.
The second objective of this study is to determine the
feasibility of solid liquid interface quantification by
image processing. The interface is observed by a color video
camera and the image data file is processed to determine if
the interface is flat, convex or concave.
2. Objectives and expected results
The objective of this experimental study is twofold :
A. Design, build, and validate a computer based temperature
controller for a transparent Bridgman crystal growth
furnace.
B. Quantify the solid liquid interface of the crystal by
image processing techniques.
The transparent furnace consists of eight electrically
heated zones which are not insulated from each other. Due to
the lack of insulation, heat exchange takes place between
different zones. The process controller is designed in such
a way that the zone temperature is kept at the desired
level, despite the heat exchange effects of the neighboring
zones. This calls for an adaptive controller design. The
adaptability is implemented in a sense that the controller
tunes itself to changing dynamics of the heating zone. The
change in dynamics is also caused by the ampoule which moves
vertically within the furnace. The controller is formed by a
current dynamic model of the heating zone. This model takes
into account the effects of heat exchange between the
heating zones. This undesirable heat exchange can be
considered as the process disturbance. The task of the
adaptive controller is then to keep the zone temperature at
the reference level despite the effects of changes in the
zone dynamics and the disturbances.
The second objective of this study is to quantify the
shape of the solid liquid interface while the crystal is
growing. Quantification is understood in a sense that the
interface position is determined with respect to some fixed
reference coordinate frame. This information can be used for
the following purpose.
a - The effect of process parameters on the crystal growth
can be studied. In a typical furnace, these parameters are
the axial furnace temperature profile and the translational
motion of the ampoule.
b - The interface profile can be used as a feedback control
signal. The desired interface shape can be compared with the
actual interface profile and the resulting error signal is
employed as input to process controller.
c - The position of the interface, determined through image
processing, permits us to determine the crystal growth rate.
Quantification of the interface is performed by the
color image processing techniques.
3.Introduction
One common way to grow crystal is to subject the molten
material to a temperature gradient. This requires keeping a
predetermined axial and radial temperature profile around
the material despite the effects of unknown process
disturbances. To maintain continuous solidification, either
the material or the temperature gradient is moved axially.
Figure 1 shows typical temperature profiles surrounding the
material. At any given point, the temperature is a function
of axial position h, radial position r, circumferential
position c, and the time t. This distributed nature of the
temperature can be described by a multivariable function
T(h,r,c,t). The time dependency of the temperature is due to
the following factors:
- the translational motion of the ampoule with respect
to furnace,
- the inevitable heat exchange between different
heating zones, and
- the duty cycle modulation of AC the heater drive
systems, particularly at low power settings.
The temperature control problem can now be described as
follows:
Determine the electrical heating power to individual heating
zones and the translational motion velocity of the ampoule
such that at each point within the ampoule the temperature
is kept at the desired level i.e.
T(h,r,c,t) = Td(h,r,c,t )
Previous research has shown that the shape of the solid
liquid interface is strongly correlated to the imposed
temperature gradient and the translational motion velocity
of the ampoule. Furthermore, the macroscopic shape of the
interface affects the crystalline perfection of the
material. It is known that [Chang and Wilcox 1974],
minimization of thermal stresses can be achieved by
maintaining a planar interface between the solid and the
liquid phases of the material. Such planar interface is
desirable because crystalline imperfections are also
minimized. [Taghavi and Duval 1989] have studied the effects
of furnace temperature profile and translational velocity
on the interface shape, and have also considered the inverse
problem of the desired temperature profile that would result
in a planar interface. These studies have given insight into
the problem of achieving planar interface during crystal
growth . Most importantly, the ability to design a furnace
arrangement where the temperature profile can be tailored
during the growth of the crystal is found to be highly
desirable and advantageous for obtaining a planar interface.
This has led into the concept of transparent multi-zone
Bridgman furnace.
Experimental observations confirm that the same factors
affect the shape of interface, namely :
1 the axial temperature profile alongside the ampoule
2.the radial temperature profile surrounding the interface,
and
3.the translational velocity of the ampoule.
[Wang,With and Corrutters al 1984] experimented with a
single zone vertical Bridgman type furnace using Gallium
doped Germanium as the material. They considered the energy
flow, the temperature distribution and the translational
speed as their main parameters. They verified that the
macroscopic growth rate was always transient and the
interface remained concave with respect to solid at the
translational speed of 4 micro meter/sec. They further
concluded that the main parameters effecting the crystal
growth process are :
i) the establishment of a well defined and symmetrical
temperature profile around the ampoule, and
ii) the provision for the growth interface
quantification and control
The Mellen EDG furnace [Parsey and Thiel 1985] can
emulate the heat flow characteristics of the horizontal
Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace without requiring the motion of
the ampoule. The use of the Mellen furnace in horizontal
configuration for a large diameter Gallium Arsenide crystal
has been investigated by [Bourret et al 1987]. They have
found that the crystalline perfection is improved by
increasing the axial temperature gradient over the solid and
decreasing the radial temperature gradient over the melt.
Quantification of solid-liquid interface by image
processing has been performed by [Batur et al 1990a, 1990b].
This powerful technique can locate the position of interface
and determines its concavity or convexity for transparent
furnace and materials. This topological information about
the interface can serve the following purpose :
- It provides continuous on line information for the
position and the shape of the interface. Therefore the
effects of different temperature gradients and the
translational speed on the interface can be quantified in
real time.
- It can be used as the feedback signal in conjunction
with the classical temperature feedback from each zone.
In conclusion, material structural properties,
partially observed by the shape of solid-liquid interface,
are complex, time dependent phenomena of the temperature
profiles and the ampoule's translational velocity. An
experimental furnace model explaining the interactions
between different heating zones and the effect of the
translational velocity is the first fundamental step to
understand the process. The purpose of the proposed
investigation is to find this model in real time and based
on the model, implement an adaptive control algorithm for
temperatures and interface profile.
4. Crystal growth control
Control of crystal growth should ideally be based on
the desired structural properties of a given material. For
example, if the acousto-optical properties of the material
are critical then the control law should be designed around
these parameters. On line measurement of the solid's
refractive index, for example, provides such a feedback
signal for the control algorithm. However if the desired
structural properties can not be directly measured because
of cost or furnace design, then two alternative options
exist. If the relation between the desired state and the
physically realizable measurement is known, then this
relation can be used to find the desired measurement. If
this relation is unknown, then the next best measurement,
closest to the desired observation should be provided for
the controller.
The shape of the interface is one measurement which is
closely related to the structural properties of the
material. X-ray imaging of the ampoule, for example, may
provide information to determine the solid-liquid interface
[Fripp et al 1988]. The differences in X-ray intensities
corresponding to solid and melt can be exploited to
determine the topology of the interface. X-ray imaging is an
elaborate and equipment intensive process. If there is a
significant difference in gray levels or colors between the
solid and the melt, then optical imaging can also locate the
position and the shape of the interface, [Batur et al
1990a,1990b]
Perhaps the most practical furnace control methodology
is to measure and control the temperatures which define the
necessary thermal gradient for the growth of the crystal.
Although this control technique is not based on the
measurement of the desired structural properties of the
material, nevertheless it is preferred for the following
reasons :
- As outlined in the introduction, analytical studies
have shown that the shape of the interface can be related to
the axial and radial temperature surrounding the interface.
- Temperature measurement technology is well
established in comparison with for example optical or on
line material stress measurements.
In the next section we will consider the temperature
control problem.
4.1 Single input single output adaptive temperature control
This mode of control starts with single input single
output model of the heating zone. If the heat energy input
and the zone temperatures are denoted by u and y
respectively then, for each zone, the assumed model is in
the following form:
y(t)= a I y(t-l)+a 2 y(t-2)+a n y(t-n)+
b I u(t-l)+b 2 u(t-2)+b n u(t-n)+v(t)
v(t)= c I v(t-l)+c 2 v(t-2)+c n v(t-n)+e(t)
where the term v(t) accounts for the heat exchange
interactions between the neighboring zones and e(t) is white
noise. For adaptive control of temperatures, estimates of
process parameters (ai,bi,and ci) are obtained by the Least
Squares or the Generalized Least Squares Technique. At each
sampling time, these estimated values are substituted into
the control law as if they are the true values for the
unknown parameters (ai,bi,and ci).
[Batur et al 1990a 1990b] have applied
single input single output adaptive temperature control to
an eight zone transparent furnace. Process parameters
(ai,bi) are obtained by the sequential Least Squares
Technique and two different control laws namely adaptive PID
and adaptive pole placement controllers have been applied.
Detailed derivations of these adaptive control laws are
given in the Appendix I.
4.2 Multi input multi output adaptive temperature control
Figure 2a shows structure of the
multivariable controller. Process outputs are the measured
zone temperatures. Process inputs are the heating powers and
the translational velocity of the ampoule with respect to
the furnace. Due to the multizone configuration , there are
inevitable interactions between the neighboring heating
zones. The input output dynamics of the system can be
represented by the following first order multivariable
model.
Yl(t) = all Yl(t-l)+al2 Y2(t-l)+...+al, 8 Ys(t-l)+
bll ul(t-l)+bl2 u2(t-l)+...+bl, 9 u9(t-l)+
Cll el(t-l)+Cl2 e2(t-l)+...+Cl, 8 e8(t-l)
Y2(t) = a21 Yl(t-l)+a22 Y2(t-l)+...+a2, 8 Y8(t-l)+
b21 ul(t-l)+b22 u2(t-l)+...+b2, 9 u9(t-l)+
c21 e l(t-1)+c22 e 2(t-1)+...+c 2,8 e8(t-1)
Y8(t) = as,1 Yl(t-l)+a8,2 Y2(t-l)+ +a8, 8 Y8(t-l)+
b8,1 ul(t-l)+b8,2 u2(t-l)+...+b9, 9 u9(t-l)+
c8,1 el(t-l)+c8,2 e2(t-l)+ +c8, 8 es(t-l)
These equations can be expressed in a much more compact form
by the use of vector matrix representation. Combining all
input, output and disturbance terms into appropriate
vectors, the multi input, multi output representation takes
the following form.
y(t) = A(z-l)y(t)+B(z-l)u(t-l)+[I+C(z -I) ]e(t) (i)
where the z -I is the delay operator defined as, for example,
y(t-l)= z -I y(t).
Input output and disturbance vectors are explicitly given as
u(t) = [u I ,u 2 ,...u9] T
y(t) = [Yl ,Y2 ,..'Y8] T
e(t) = [e I ,e 2 ,...e8] T
where T is the transpose operator and u 9 corresponds to the
translational speed. The A, B and C of (i) are appropriate
matrices representing the dynamics of the system and the
noise. For example, the A matrix is
A(z -I)
-i -i
all z ... al 8 z
-i -I
a21 z --- a2 8 z
-i -i
a8 1 z ... a8 8 z
, l
The rationale behind this model are as
follows:
a- Open loop step response of each individual zone
essentially follows an exponential curve suggesting first
order dynamics.
b- Interaction between the heating zones can be taken into
account with the off diagonal terms of the A,B,C matrices.
Note that this multivariable model is drastically different
from that of the single input single output. Zone
interactions are explicitly modelled in the multivariable
case as the off diagonal terms of A,B, and C matrices. The
single input single output model on the other hand tries to
accommodate this interactions by the added noise term to
model. If there is negligible interaction, then A,B and C
matrices become diagonal as , for example
A(z -I) = {aiiz-l}8,8 i=I,2..8.
If the disturbances are not correlated i.e. C={0} then the
identification of model parameters A and B can be performed
by the sequential Least Squares parameter estimation
techniques. In the case of correlated disturbances, C={0},
The Maximum Likelihood or Extended Least Squares
identification procedures must be used [Ljung and
Soderstrom 1983] , [Goodwin and Sin 1984].
Once the feedback control system
performance has been specified, the control action for each
zone can be determined. In crystal growth furnaces, due to
the slow motion of the ampoule with respect to the furnace,
the dynamics of the furnace changes in time. Therefore A,B,
and C matrices describing the dynamics are not actually time
invariant. However these changes are not expected to be
fast. This is because the relative speed of the ampoule is
slow (on the average 2 cm/day) . Therefore a self tuning
multivariable temperature control algorithm can be applied.
Process parameters A, B, and C of (i) can be estimated
by an on-line Generalized Least Squares algorithm and the
following performance indices can be minimized by the
controller.
4.2.1 Multivariable minimum variance controller
The minimum variance controller minimizes
V= (l/N) { Wl(Td(k)-T(k-l-m))+W2(u(t)) } (2)
where V is a scalar function of input u(t), output T(k), and
the desired process output Td(k), and (k) is the time index.
The functions Wl(.) and W2(.) define the emphasis that one
puts on the output error [ Td(k)-T(k-l)] and the control
signal u(t). Common choices are:
i. W2(u(t)) = u12(t)+...+U92(t)
2. W2(u(t)) = [Ul(t)-ul(t-l)]2+ ...+[u9(t)-u9(t-l)] 2
• W 1 (T d (k) -T(k-l) )=[Tdl (t)-T 1 (t-l) ]2+... +[Td8 (t) -
Ts (t-l) ]2+
where the choice (I) considers the heating power and
penalizes excessive power sent to heaters whereas (2)
performs the same action for changes in heating power•
Inclusion of W2(. ) into the performance index stems from
the fact that for a typical crystal growth furnace, the
radiative energy received by the ampoule may be a
considerable portion of the total energy (convective +
radiation). For example, in one experiment involving an
eight zone furnace, it has been observed that the heating
wire surface temperature can approach 800 C. At the
emissivity of 0.8 , approximately 40% of the radiation
energy will transmit through the quartz ampoule and reach
the material.
WI(. ) shown in the third choice makes sure that controller
tracks the desired temperatures in a mean square sense.
4.2.2 Pole placement control algorithm
of Eqn.l
Ignoring disturbances, the process dynamics
can be expressed as
y(t) = P(z-l)u(t)
If the controller dynamics is written as
u(t) = C(z -I) [Td(t)-T(t ) ]
then the closed loop system, as far as the error is
concerned, will be given as
[Td(t)-T(t)] = {I- [I+P(z-l)c(z-l)] -I P(z-l)] C(z-l)]} r(t)
where I is an 8*8 unity matrix. In pole placement design the
controller matrix C(z-i)9,8 is chosen such that the error
recovery follows a user specified pattern.
The reason behind these different choices
is that each design emphasizes on certain aspects of the
control. The minimum variance controller provides the
prediction for the "predictable" part of the disturbances
and tries to eliminate the disturbances before their effects
actually take place. The pole placement design however,
shapes the dynamics of error recovery. Here the disturbances
are not explicitly predicted.
In conclusion, the self-tuning control
algorithm,
- experimentally identifies A,B, and C matrices of the
process dynamics in real time, and
- generates a control action for each zone in such a way
that the performance index in Eqn. (2) is minimized.
In this report, only the experimental
results associated with the single input single output
adaptive control will be presented. Figure 2b shows the
structure of the single input single output adaptive
controller and its associated hardware. Multi input output
experimental work is currently being performed.
5. Electro dynamic gradient control (EDG)
Electro dynamic gradient controller
translates the temperature gradient, instead of the ampoule.
In principle, this can be achieved by changing the desired
temperature in each zone so that the effect of translating
the ampoule can be duplicated by the changes in the desired
temperature profile. There are two main requirements for
the success of this procedure.
i. When the desired zone temperatures are changed, the
actual zone temperatures should settle on the new levels as
soon as possible. Furthermore, there should be no
temperature overshoot during this transition. Due to
continuous changes in the desired temperatures, this is no
longer a temperature regulator problem. In controls
terminology, this is known as a servo problem where the
desired levels change with respect to time.
2. No matter how sophisticated the controller is, the fine
vertical motion of the critical temperature of the imposed
temperature gradient is effectively bounded by the number of
heating zones surrounding the ampoule. Increasing the number
of zones will permit to move this point in very fine
increments, therefore minimizing the effects of step
temperature changes within the ampoule.
The proposed adaptive control schemes will
also work under this servo control condition. Due to slow
translational changes in the imposed temperature profile ,
process dynamics, therefore A,B and C matrices are not
expected to change fast. The trade-off between the fast
settling and the low overshoot can be adjusted by simply
changing weights in the performance indices.
6. Interface Quantification Problem
There are essentially four reasons to quantify the
interface between the solid and the melt:
i. Given the shape of the interface one can determine
the concavity or convexity of the solid with respect to the
liquid.
2. It is possible to determine the relation between the
interface growth velocity and the ampoule's translational
speed.
3. The effects of the imposed temperature profile on
the shape of the interface can be determined.
4. Most importantly, the shape of the interface can be
used as a feedback signal by manipulating on the
translational speed and the axial temperature profile.
The interface quantification through imaging has been
attempted before. For example [Bachman and Kirsh 1970] and
have used video signals to locate the melt-solid interface.
[Fripp et al 1988] have devised an an X-ray imaging
technique . This procedure works on the difference in
densities between the transmitted images of the solid and
liquid phases.
Figure 3 shows the hardware features of the image
processing system. The color video camera looks at the solid
liquid interface within the ampoule. The location of the
interface within the image frame does not significantly
change in time. In fact , from the camera point of view the
relative speed v of the interface is determined by
v= speed of ampoule - crystal growth speed
For slow translation rate, the crystal growth rate matches
the speed of the ampoule and therefore (v) is small and the
interface practically remains within the viewing area of the
camera.
The image is digitized with a resolution of 8
bits/color and on a three color (RGB) basis. The task of the
image processing algorithm is to
i) locate the interface,
ii) quantify the degree of concavity or convexity ,and
iii)determine the relative speed of the interface ,
in almost real time so that the interface growth can
further be manipulated by changing the translational speed
of the ampoule.
The procedure to accomplish the interface location can
be summarized as follows :
i. obtain the histogram of the area of interest within the
image,
2. perform histogram based segmentation,
3. perform dilation or median based filtering to eliminate
the noise in the segmented image and, finally
4. apply edge detection procedures to find the interface
between the solid and the melt .[Rosenfeld and Kak 1982] ,
[Jain 1989] , [Ekstrom 1984].
7.Experimental results
The schematic of the transparent furnace is shown in
Figure 4. Each one of the four zones located in the middle
have a nominal resistance of approximately 8 ohms. Outer
zones have 5 ohms resistance. Temperatures in each zone are
measured by two thermocouples, one for the temperature
control and the other for an independent On-Off controller
for safety. Extra thermocouples are also placed radially and
axially around the interface to monitor the temperature
distribution, however these are not used by the temperature
controller. Temperatures are measured by programmable
transducers. Currently a 0-700 C range corresponds to a 0-
i0 V span. However the range can be made narrower for
increased resolution without affecting the span. On the
computer side , the data acquisition board has 12 bits
providing temperature reading resolution of 0.17 C. Heating
actuators are zero crossing , duty-cycle modulated solid
state switches . Each can deliver 30 A. at ii0 V. Details of
the computer side of the instrumentation can also be found
in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the temperature profiles
when step changes are introduced in the reference
temperatures. In this case, the adaptive controller is
single input single output pole placement controller. We
have found that it is intuitively more appealing to use the
pole placement controller. This is because, the desired
dynamic response of the controller can be easily fixed by
placing closed system poles at desired locations. In this
example the desired closed system poles are located at
z I = 0.9 , Z 2 = 0.0. Table 1 shows the estimates of the
parameters representing the zone dynamics.
The overall performance of the controller
is close to the design specifications. For steady state
operations (all reference temperatures are constant), each
zone temperature has controller error with zero mean and
0.i C variance. For the dynamic response, the temperature
control system follows the changes in the desired
temperatures according to the performance index.
Figure 6 shows the main result of the
interface quantification procedure. The interface growth
rate, which is a critical process parameter, is
automatically determined by the image processing technique.
The flow chart for finding this interface is shown in
Figure 7. Currently this procedure takes about 5 seconds on
an IBM PC AT based computer. This time is slightly longer
than controller sampling time which is 2 seconds. For the
existing hardware, one practical solutionto this problem is
to perform the interface quantification less frequently than
5 seconds. This approach can be justifiable due to the fact
that the dynamics of the interface is slower than that of
the furnace.
The listing of the temperature control and the image
quantification program is given in the Appendix 2.
8. Conclusion
A Bridgman type transparent crystal growth furnace is
controlled by two different adaptive controllers. Changes in
the furnace dynamics and the interaction between the
neighboring heating zones are estimated by an on line Least
Squares algorithm. The pole placement and the PID control
algorithms are extensively tested on the growth of Lead
Bromide crystals. Both controllers performed according to
their expected levels of performance. However it is found
that the pole placement controller is much more flexible to
implement any desired closed loop feedback dynamics. On the
other hand, the adaptive PID controller only executes the
Ziegler-Nichols based performance index.
The second objective of this study is to determine
the position and the shape of the solid liquid interface by
image processing. The interface is observed by a color video
camera and the image data file is processed to determine if
the interface is flat, convex or concave.
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Zone a b
1 -0.9900 0.0171
2 -0.9905 0.0151
3 -0.9917 0.0123
4 -0.9911 0.0138
5 -0.9905 0.0149
6 -0.9918 0.0120
7 -0.9894 0.0187
8 -0.9920 0.0146
Table i. Dynamics of each zone identified
experiment
in open loop
Process model is y(t)= -a y(t-l) +b u (t-l) +n (t)
A1
APPENDIX 1
A.1 Process Modeling
For the following process structure
y(t) = ay(t-1) + bu(l-1) + e(t)
1°1=[y(t-1) u(t-1)] _ +e(t) A1
= _To + e(t)
Process dynamics e can be identified sequentially by, [Goodwin 1984]
where
O(l)=O(l--1)+
P(t-l) ¢(l-1)
1 ÷ Cr(l-l) P(t-1) q5(t-l)
[y (l) -- _bT (t-- 1 ) 0 (t-- 1 )1
P(t) = P(t-1} +
P(t-1) qb(t- 1) qbT(t- 1) PT(I--1)
1 + qbT(/--1) P(t-1) qb (/-1)
with the initial choices 0(0), P(0) = aI where a isa large number indicating little
confidence on the initial choices.
A.2 Self-Tuned PID Controller
Following [Astrom and Hagglund 1988], the controller is given by
Proportiona Iaction: P = K [b r (t) - y (l)]
A3
Deriva live action: -- --
Td dr) dy
+ D = -KT a --N dt dt
A4
dl K
lntegmlaction: -- = -- [r(l)- y(tl]dt T.
I
A5
A2
where b, N are appropriate constants, Td isthe derivative time constant, K isthe
controller gain and (IFi) isthe gain associated with the integral action. If the
sampling time is Tthen (A3-A5) can be discretized to
P(k) = K[b r(k) - y(k)]
A6
D(k)= Td+NT D(k-1)- Td+NT [y(k}-y(k-1)]
KT T
l(k)=/(k-1)+ -_. [r(k)-y(k)]+ _--[u(k}- v(k)] A8
l t
where the last term in (A8) avoids the integration wind-up by subtracting the
controller output determined by the controller, i.e.
v (k) = P (k) + D (k) + I (k) A9
from the actual control output
u (k} = Saturation (v (k)) A 10
which goes to the process in the case of saturation. In (A8), Tt iS a user specified
parameter which effectively determines the wind-up recovery.
Once the process parameters (a, b) are identified, the process gain (k) and the
time constant (_) can be determined from
Y(k) bz-l_- ¢_ Y(z-l) ll--e-sT k l (1--e-TIt)z-I--Z=k -r/t -I All
u(k) 1 -az -1 u(z -1 } s _s+l 1 -e z
which yields
b = k(1-e -T/t) , a = e -TI_
A12
or
A3
b
k- , _=-T/ena
l+a
A13
Following the Ziegler and Nichols tuning rules, the controller parameters can be
determined by
K=I.2--kT ; T.=2T _, Yd=T/2
where it is assumed that the process delay time is equal to the sampling period.
A.3 Self-Tuned Pole Placement Controller
The pole placement controller is assumed to be in the following form
'Iu (k) - T(z
R (z -1 ) -1)r(k) - S (z -1)y(k)]
where R (z-l), S (z-l) and T (z-l) are polynomials to be determined. Writing the
process dynamics from (A1) as
A14
y(k) bz -1 B(z -1 ) A15
D
-_}- l_az_ 1 A(z -1)
The dynamics of the feedback control system is given by
BT
y(k) = • r(k) A16
AR + BS
where for convenience the argument (z-l) in the polynomials has been dropped. If
the desired characteristic polynomial for the feedback control system is given as P,
then from (A16), it follows that
AR + BS = FP A17
A4
where F is an observer polynomial. To guarantee the integral effect, the polynomial
R is designed to have an integrator, i.e.
A18
R = Q (1 -z -l )
Under this condition (A17) becomes
(1-az-1)(1-z-1)(l+qz -I ) + bz -l (so+sl z-I ) = (l + fz -I )(l + plz -I
Equating coefficients associated with the equal powers of z gives,
-2)
+ P,zz A19
q _ m
--fP2 f+ Pl + a + 1 -- (fP21a)
; S0 -- , S 1 :a b
fPl + P2 - a -- (-1 - a)([P2/a} A20
under this solution and from (A16) and (A17) the closed loop feedback control
system can be represented by
y (k) =
B(z-l)T(z -1)
F(z-])p(z -1)
r(k) A21
if
then (A21) becomes
T(z -l) = F(z -l) P (1)
B (1)
y(k) -
B(z-I)P(1)
P(z-I)B(1)
r(k) A22
which yields
= F A23
APPENDIX 2. Control and image processing software
liaclude(stdio.h>
_inc|ude<ctype.h)
|include(dos.h>
linclude<graphics.h>
|include<math.b)
|include(cooio.b)
qioclude(tardev.b>
|include 'com,h'
|defineliveI
|definewidth0,75 t* ampulewidth in inches *t
int l_y-0,Plotl-301;
main()
{
unsigned long
int
char
int
void
void
extern
void
void
void
void
char
void
void
void
void
Ti_elntoTest(unsignedlongStartTime);
sure(char[201);
6etHel();
ITD(intChannel);
d2a(intdio,intchannel,intbase);
ZeroOut(void);
void Drawlxis(void);
PlotLine(floatY(B],float U[HJ,floatPhi{al[2J,JntNPORT);
cl(void);
menu(int,int,iut,iut):
clearshow(void);
getref(long int SITime,long intRTiee);
ccom();
getline(unsigned charmlSl2],unsigned char *no);
heunkel(uusignedcharsearchln[512l,nnsignedchar*no,unsignedcharrefln[5121}:
drawln(unsigned char v(256].unsigned char lenl;
structtimenow;
structdatednow;
float c[81121={{-5.q395,0.gB67),{l.9618,1.01).{-6.7497,0.9917),18.9301,0.9869),
{-1.6935,0.9979},{0.6859.0.9744}.{-1.7250,l.0032}.{2.2191,0.9964)),
Phi[81121,Theta(8)i2],Pi8112)[2],PxPhii21,Yia],u[81,r[8],ref[8],ry[81,
den,res,Unax,delh,input,
s0,sl,rlu,rl_r,polel,pole2,alpha,d,incden,U0elay[BI,YDelnyi81,
tamp;
floattspeed,ampulescale;
char Stotus,cmd,filenll2],comstring[lO0];
unsigned long StartTime,RTine,SITine,DataTine;
unsignedchari,3,k.Done,NPORT,Plotl,_.xs,Simulate,Save,ReDrav,shovo,
datai,identify,h.e,s,hs,sbowid, interface,tempc,
searchln[512],Inlen,refln{Sl2),reflnlen,refotfset,trans;
int eovi,dwell,tdist,delh2;
FILE*f;
Simulate = O;
ReDraw = O;
shovo = O;
should = O;
identify = 1;
directvideo = O;
interface = O;
trans = O;
textcolor(3);
Umax - 600.;
NPORT * 7;
Save = O;
Done = O;
delh - 5.;
delh2 - IOOtdelh;
datai = I,;
Plotl - 301;
RTim = O;
SITime = O;
poleI- -I,5;
pole2= 0.56;
d - I+polel+pole2;
alpha= -0.5;
incden-0,00001;
Graphlnit(-l);
SetPageMode(41;
it(live}SetBLiveMode(};
else GetPic('furn256.tga',O,O,O);
for(k=O;k<-MPORT;k++)
{ tor(i=O;i<=l;i++)
tor(j-O;j<=l;j++}
{ Phiik][31
)
UOelay[kl = 0.;
YOelay[kl = 0.;
r[kl = l.;
Y[X] = t.;
Ulkl = 0.;
=l.;
Theta[k][O] = -0.9;
Thetaikl [ll = O.OG;
P[k]lii[j] =0.;
if(i==j) P[kl[i][il-lO00,;
Drawlxis(};
menu(Save,showo,showid,interface);
I* get settings'/
if(?Simulate)ZeroOut(};
/t zerooutputs*/
/t
do
StartTime=TimelntoTest(0};
SITim+-l;
Status-getref(SITzmetdelh,RTime}:
switch(Status}{
case 'U':
it READINGTIMB '/
/IREFERENCETEMP '/
for{j=O;3(=NPORT;3++)ref[jl=rylll+{r[31-ry[jl}'SlTime/HTim'delh;
gotoxy(35,9);
h-(HTim-SlTim'delh}/3600,;
t=(RTime-SITim'delb-b'3600.)/60,;
s-(RTim-SITim*delh-ht3600,-m%0,);
cprintf{'HEMllMINGR_P TIME-)U2d:U2d:_O2d',h,t,s};
break;
case'S':for(j-O;j(-NPORT;j+÷}ref[j]-r[j];break;)
if(Simulate}
for(i-0;i(=NPORT;i++)
it RE_IMGT_PEHkTUH_ ,I
it SIMULkTEDPROCESS tl
Y[il = -0.9*Phi[il[Ol+O.O88823'Phi[i][l];
/t ACTUkLPROC]_8 t/
if(!Simulate}
for (i-O;i(=NPOHT:i++)
{
Y[i]= c[il[Ol+c[i][l]*(ATD(i)+I51.66}/6.0667;
it (Y[i]>lO00,}
{
gotoxy(20,15);cprintf('TbermocouplePr blem!!');
ZeroOut();
Done=l;
)
}
cprintf('\n'};*/
1* DE'fI_RMINI'2OUTPUTt/
for(j=O;j<=NPORT;j++)
{
flu - -l.Otalphatpole2/(_eta[j][O1+incden);
sO - (alpha+polel+l.0-Theta[3][0l-rlu)/(Theta[jl[l]+incden);
sl - ((alpha*pole1+pole21-(Theta[Jl[01-1.}'rlu+Theta[jl[01}/(Tbeta[jl[1]÷incden);
rbar= ref[il*(l,+alpha}td/(Theta[il[ll+incden);
UlJI = (1,0-rlu}tUij]+rXutUDeiay[Jl-s0tY[jl-sltYDelay[3]÷rbar;
it (U[3l>-Umx} U[jl = Umx;
it (U[3I<O} UIJl = O;
if(!Simulate&&!Done]{
tor(j=O;3<=5;3++}
for(j=O;3(=l;j++}
1' S_D POWER
d2a(U[3],j,512];
d2a(U[3+61,a+4.52B);)
t/
/* SAVEDITI
if(Save&&TimelntoTest(DataTzmeJ>=datai*lOO)
{
,/
DataTime-TimelntoTest(O);
_ettime(&nov};
fprintf(f,'tO2d:_O2d:tO2d.tO2d',now.tLhour,now.ti_mn,now.ti_sec,now.ti_hund);
fprintf(f,"%7.2f',Y[ilj;for(i-O;i<-NPOHT;i++J
it(interface)
{
if{live)
{ 6rabFrame{};
SetDispNode{);
)
else 6etPic('furn256.tga',O.O,O);
heunkel(searchln,&Inlen,refln);
for(_-O;i(Inlen;i+-5)
{ telp=(searcbln[256+il-reflnl
fprintf(f,'t6.3f',temp};
)
if(live)HetBLiveMode();
else GetPic('furn256.tga',O,O,O]
if{ideBtify&& r[3})l)
for(k-O;k(-MPORT;k++)
{ for(i=O;i(=l;i++}
{ PxPhi[il=O.;
for(j-O;]<-l;j++)
256+i+refoffsetl+O.}tawulescale;
/' IDEMTIFYSYSTEM'/
PxPhi[il÷=P[kliil[JltPhi[kl[j];
den-O.;
for(i-O;i<-l;i+÷)
den_-Phi[k][il*PxPhi[i];
den +=0.0001;
for(i-O;i<-l;i++)
for(i=O;i<=l;j++)
P[kl[il[]l-_PxPhi[i]'PxPhi[jl/den;
res=O.;
for(i-O;i(=1;i++)
res+-Ph_[k1[iltTheta[k][il;
res-Y{k]-res;
if( fabs(res))O.O)
for(i-O;i<-l:i++)
Theta[k][i}+=PxPhi[_]/den'res;
if (Thetalkl[l](O::Thetalk][l])2}TbetalkJ[l]=O.06;
if (Theta[kl[O]>O:: ThetaIk][O]<-l) Theta[k][O]--0.9;
PlotLine(Y,U,Phi,NPORTI;
vhile(TimlntoTest{StartTim}(delh2}
/* PLOTDICTA '/
wh_le{TimelntoTest(StartTime)<delh2)
if(kbhit(1}
{
c_d-toupper(getch(});
switch{cmd)
{
,rlj-lll;
,/
N81 ./
ist:P843./eovi;if(tdist<Oltdist*=-l;
/*KEYPRESSED? */
case'T': if(sure('CH_NGETEMP=)){
for(j=O;j<=MPORT;j++){
badscan:gotox)'(35,9);
if(!movJ)scan!('tc',_tempc);
if(j==O}cprintf('EMTERZONE_d MEWT_P: ',j+l);
else cprintf('ENTERZONEtd MEWTEMP(_5.1f1:",j+l
case'E': if(sure('EllT'))
aovi-scanf('tf',_temp):
if(movilrlJl-temp;
ry[jl-Y[j];
cl();}
gotoxy(35,9);
cprintf('ENTERR/MPTIME(hrs):'I;
scanf('_f',_temp);RTim=temp*3600.;
SlTim-O.;
cl(};)
break;
Done=l;
break;
case'K': if(sure('START/CH_GETR_SLATION')){
trans-l;gotoxy(35,g);
installcomdrivers(I}; /* Setup forCONI:
setbaud(2400); /* 2400Baud
cprintf('EMTERTHETR_MSDISTANCE(+/-cm):"1;
scanf(').d',_tdist);cl();
cprintf{'ENTERTHETRANSSPEED(CM/DAYI:');
scanf('_f',_tspeed};cl();
if (tdist<O){movi=-l;tdistt--l;)elsemovi-I;
dwell=H77B./tspeed;
while (dwell(500){
if(levi<O}{_ovi--;dwell=B778,/tspeed*-movi;)
else {eovi++;dwell=B778.Itspeed*movi;}
)
com_printf('LOkD;\n\r'};
com_print!('IOMODEM_INC NULL MULL
com_print!("I5MITHQ1 = 0
com_rintf('20LOOP td
;\n\r');
;\n\r');
;\n\r',tdist);td
comprintf('30LOOP
com_print!('4OMOVI
col_print!('4501SP
com_printf('50M_TH
com_printf{'55WRITE
comprint[('60DWELL
cam_print!{'?OENDLOOP
com_printf('BOENDLOOP
com_printI('90DOME
com_printf(.t;.);
uninstallcomdrivers(};
_UM
Ol "
I
td
_d 0 0
BLANK BLANK
Ol +
0 0 Ol
td MILLISECONDS
BLANK
1
;\n\r',tdist);
;\n\r',movi);
;\n\r'};
;\n\r'};
;\n\r'};
;\n\r',dwell);
;\n\r');
;\n\r');
;\n\r');
case 'A' : if(!Save &&sure{'START
badfile:cl();
ow.damon,dnow.daday,dnow.da_year,
case
AQUISITIOM')){
cprintf{'ERTERTHEFILEM_E: ");
scanf('ts',tilenJ;
t-topen(filen,'w");
if(f==NULL)gotobadtile;
gettime{&now);
getdate(&duow);
fprintf(f,'FileStarted%02d/_O2d/_O2dat%02d:%O2d:tO2d.%O2d\n',dn
now.ti_hour.now.ti_min,now.ti_sec,now.ti_hund);
Save-l;cl();gotoxy(35,9);
cprintf('EMTERTHES_PLE IMTERVAL(s):"1;
scanf('_',_datai);c|();
DataTim-TimelntoTest(O);
menu(Save,showo,showid,intertace);}
'L': if((Save&& !interface&& sure('RECORDINTERFICEPROFILE'))
If(Save&& interface&& surei'CbangeSEARCHand/orREFERENCELine(s}'))){
if(live){GrabFrame();SetDispMode();)
if(!intertaceIIsure('ChangeSEARCHLine'J){
clearshow();goto_(l,l);
cprintf('Enteran ApproximateSEARCHLine\n\n\r');
cprintf("-markpointsfromLEFTto Rl_H_n\r');
cprintf("-UseSPACEto markpoints \n\r');
cprintf("-PressRETURNwhendone');
getline(searchln,&Inlen};
ampulescale-widtht2.54/(lnlen+O.);)
if(!interface:Isure('ChangeREFERENCELine'}}{
clearshow();gotox),(l,l};
cprintf('EntertheREFERENCELine\n\n\r');
cprintf("-markpointsfromLEFTtoRIGHT\n\r');
cprintf("-UseSPACEtomarkpoints \n\r');
cprintf('-PressRETURNwhendone\n\n\r');
cprintf('tBesurethislineis ATLEASTAS\n\r');
cprintf("LONGASTHE SEARCHLINE');
getline(refln,Greflnlen);
refoffset-refln[il-searchln[Ol;)
cl();clearshow();interface=l;
menu(Save,showo,showid,interface);}
if(live)SetBLiveMode();
break;
case'C': if(Save_& sure('STOPAQUISITION'}}{
fclose(();
Save-O;
menu(Save,showo,showid,iuterface);)
break;
case'0': if(!showo&& sure('SHOWOUTPUT')){
showo=l;
showid-O;
clearshow();
menu(Save,showo,showid,interface);)
break;
case'I': if(!showid&& sure('SHOWID_TIFIEDPtR_ETERS')){
show{d-l;
showo-O;
clearshow();
menu(Save,showo,showid,interface};}
break;
case 'H' : it(shovo &&sure('HIOEOUTPUT'ill
clearshow();
showo=O;
menu(Save,showo,show_d,iaterface);)
break;
case'J': it(shovid&&sure('HIDEIDENTIFIEDPAR_ETER$'}){
clearshow();
showld=O;
m_nu(Save,showo,showid,intertace);)
break;
)
)
tor(j=O;j(=NPORT;j++)
{
YDelay[j]
UDelayljl
Ph_[j][l]
Phi[ill01
= YlJl;
= Phi[jl[ll;
= O[jl;
• -YiJl;
if(showo)
{
)
i! (showid)
{
gotoxy(4,l);cprintf('ZoneTtarg Tact P.O "};
for(i•O;i<=NPORT;i++)
{
gotoxy(5,2+i};
cprintt(=td_6.1ft6,lf_B,4f',i+l,r[i],Y[i1,U[il/qO25.tIO0,);
)
gotox,/(6,ll;cprintf('Mll
tor{i=O;i(=MPOHT;i++)
{ gotoxy{5,2+i);
cprintf{ ' _8.4f
)
Bill '};
tB.4t',Theta[il[Ol,Tbetaiil[l]};
if(SlTime==31delh=TimelntoTest(StartTim)/lO0.;
) while(!Done);
/* DELAY '/
it(!Simulate)ZeroOut(};
it(Save}tclose(t):
closegraph();
unsignedlongTimelntoTest(unsignedlongStartTim)
{
structtim now;
longTimeKow;
gettime(_now);
Time_w_(_ng_n_w_ti-_ur_36_+(l_ng)n_w.ti-mint6_a(_ng_n_w.ti-sectl_+n_w.ti-hund'l;
it (TimNow(HtartTime&&StartTime!=0)return(TimeMow=24*360000-StartTim):
return(TimMow-StartTime};
)
char getret(long S1Ti_e,long _Tire}
if (SITim < NT_ee
else return('S'};
)
&&RTire)O J return{'O'l;
_nt kTO(int Channell
{
unsigned int B_se,vordl,wordh;
unsigned char xl,xb:
Base-76fl;
outport(_se÷2,Channelj;
outport(_se,O};
I* vhile(inport(Base+8))7}==l};'l
delay(lO0};
xl-inportb(I_sel;xh-inportb(Base+l];
vordl=xl+O.;vordb=xh÷O.;
/* cprintf('td \r\n',wordl,wordhl;*/
return((vordh((ql+(wordl))41J;
}
void d2a(int dio, int Channel.int Base}
{
int xh,xl;
xh=dio1256.;
xl=dio-256.*xh;
outportb(Base+2'Channel,xl};
outportb(Base+1÷2*Cbannel,xh};
)
voidZeroOut(}
{
inti;
lor(j-O;j<=5;j++}
lor{j=O:i(-l;i++}
}
d2a(O,j,512l;
d2a(O,j+4,528];
voidcl(l
{
inti;
9otoxy(35,9};
lor(i-I;i(48;i++}cprintf(");
gotoxy(35,9};
voidclearshowtl
{ inti,i;
for(i=l;i(=9;i++}
{ gotow(l,il;
for(j-l;j(35;]+÷}cprintt('"1;
}
}
int
{
sure(chars[121}
charcmd='x*;
cl();
gotow(35,9];
cprintf{'_s(y/hi ? ",s};
while{cmd!='Y'_ cmd!='N'_cnd=toupper{9etch(}l;
cl(};
return((c_l=='Y'I ? I : 0};
voidgetline{unsignedcharxt[512l,unsignedchar=no}
{ longcolor[6],t=O:
inti,key,xa;
unsignedcharj,x,y;
j=O;
x-50;y=50;
do{
for(i=-l;i<2;i++}{GetPix(_colorii+l],xei,y,O);PutPix(&t,x+i,y,O);}
for(i--t:i(2;i+-2}{GetPix(&colorti+4],x,y+i,O};PutPix(&t,x,y+i,O};l
while(i&& i!-32&& i!-13)
i=getch(};
if(i--O){
for(i--l;i(2;i++}PutPix(&color[i+ll,x+i,y,O);
for(i--l;i(2;i+-2}PutPix(&color[i+41,x,y+i,O);
key=getch(};
switch(key}
{
))
case75:x-=3;break;I* left */
case77:x+=5;break;I' right*/
case72:y+=3;break;I* up 'I
case80:y-=5;break;/'down *I
elseit (j==O &&i)=13) {xf[Ol=x;xf[2561=y;]++;xa=O;}
elseif (i!=13){key=x-xt[xal;it(key<O)key*=-l;xf[key+xa]=x;xf[256+key+xal=y;
for(j=t;j(key;j++}
{ xllj+xa]=xf[xal+]*keyl(xf[key+xa]-xl[xal+O.);
xf[256+j+x__=xf[256+xa_+(xf_256+ke_+xa_-xf_256+xa_)__xf[ke_+xa]-xf[xa]+_.)*(xf[j_xa_-x_[xa__;
PutPix(&t,xf[j+xal,xfi256+]+xal.O);
}
xa+-key;)
)while(i!=13);
tno=xa;
)
voiddrawls(unsignedcharv[2561,unsignedcharlen)
{ unsignedchari;
long t-31<<5;
for(i-O;i(len+l;i++)
PutPix(&t,v[il.v1256+i],O);
)
voidmenu(intsave,intshowo,intshowid,intidentify)
inti,xmn-20,Imin=21;
charstrllll[4OJ={"T'->Change
l&Em
"ICl
miOl
''H j
miJ|
"_L j
It L '
llKl
TemperatureReferences'.
-) Exit',
-) kcquireTemperatureData',
-) CloseDataFile',
-)ShowOutputs',
-) Hideoutputs',
-)ShowIdentificationParameters',
-)HideIdentificationParamters'.
-)ChangeQuantRef/SearchLines',
-) QuantityInterface',
-) Start/ ChangeTranslation'}:
setviewport(280,O1639,100,1);
setcolor(BLUE);
setfilIstyIe(LTSL_SH_FILL,BLUE);
bar3d(lO,tO,340,90.O,2);
setcolor(_ITE);
{or (y=O_y<N:y++)
Ior (x=O:x<N:x++)
d[N'y+x]- x's_n_Ipha+(N-y+l)'cosalpha;
tor(i-O;i<N*N;_++)
ior(i=i+l;3<N'N;j++)
it(d[o{31l<d[o[i]l)
{ mn_ = o[]];
o[jl - o[il:
)
tor{i=O:i<N*N;i++}
{ sum= O.:
{or(j=O;j<=i;j++)
sum += col[o[)l]-mean;
if(sum>max:_ i-=O){maxi= i;max- sum;)
)
i{(linol(
for(x=O;x<N;x++)
for(y=O;y<N;y++)
i{(N'y+x>maxi}
{ mini=searchln[256+kl;
searchln{256+k]-yg+y;
color-O; PutPix(_color,xg+x,yg+y.O};
color-(long)255<<16;PutPix(&color,xg+x,re|In[xg+x+256-reIln[O]],O);
if(x==N-l}yg-searchln[256+kl-N/2.;
y=N;k++_
else{
for(x=O;x<N;x++)
})
{or (y-O;y<N;y++)
( il{N,y+x<=mxi](color=31<<5;PutPix(&color,xg+x.yg+y.O);}
else{color-O;PutPix(&color,xg+xoyg+y,O);)
ii(N*y+x>mxi_ x='N-I)
{ ymin=ymin+y-N/2.;
y-N;
}
))
}
)
voidPlotLine(floatY[Sl,floatUlSl,floatPhi[8][21,intNPORT)
{
int xs.ys,i,j.c[Bl=(2.3,4.15,13,12.11.14},color:
float pos[S{={l.5,4.5,6.5,8.5,10.5.12,5,15,5,18.5);
staticintPlotl,ReDraw,yold[S];
if (Plotl>263)
{ setviewport(56,150,319,323,1):
clearviewport{);
Plotl-O;
setlinestyle(4,0x8080,1);
setcolor(4);
forii=l;i<-7;_++1
{ 11ne(-I,175-i*25.262,175-i'25);
yold{i]=O;
)
setcolor(15);
setlinestyle(O,2,1);
/* ErasingTEWPv Time'/
/' GridLines'/
setviewport(55,150,319,323,1);
setiinestyle(4,0xftft,l);
color=getcolor():
for(j=O;3<=NPORT;3++] /tPlottingTEMPvs TIMEtl
{
ys = 175-25./IO0.*(Y[j]+2)+I;
xs = Plotl;
setcolor(c[j]);
line(xs-l,yold{jl,xs,ys);
yold[jl=ys;
}
ReDraw=O;
setcolor(color);
for(j=O;j<=NPORT:j++)ififabsiY[3l+Phi[3][OI))0.5}ReDraw=l;
if(ReDrawl:PlotI==O) /_PlottingPOSITIONvs DISP*/
{
setviesport(371,150,639,314,01;
clearviewport();
setlinestyle(4,0xf{ff,l);
for(j=O;j<=NPORT;j++)
{ xs = 35./lO0.t(Y{J]+O.15):
ys = 5+pos[jl*2.54'32./10.;
_f(j)O}lineto(xs,ys);
else mveto(xs,ys)
)
setlinestyle(4,DxS080,1);
setcolor(lO);
forii=l;i<=7;i++)
Iine(35'i,0,35'i,165);
setcolor(15);
)
Plotl+:l;
/*GridLines */
outtextxy(120,yrin-g,'kctionMenu'];
setcolor(VHITE); outtextxy(_]n.y_n+O'lO+_O,str(Ol]:
setcolor(REDl; oot_ex_xy(_r2_.y_+l*_OeSO,strIlll;
setcolor(WHlTE);
if (!save) outtextxy(xmiB,ymn+30,str[21}:
else outtextxy(xmin,ymn+30,str{31);
it (!showo) outtextxy(xmin,ymn+10,str[4l);
else outtextxyixmin,ymin+lO,strlS]);
if (!sbowid) outtextxy(xmin,ymo+20,str[61);
else outtextx-y(xmin.ymin+20,strI7]};
it (save&& identifyl outtextxy(_n.ymn+O,str(8]};
Jf {save&& _JdentJfy) onttextxT{xmn.ymaD+O.str]9]);
outtextxy(xmn,ymin+40,str[lOl);
voidbeunkel(unsignedcharsearchlni512],unsigoedchar*no,unsignedcharrefln[512l}
#define N 8
]defineM N'N
{
unsignedcharo[Ml,coliMl,xg,yg.x,y,i,j,maxi,mini,ymin,k=O;
double sinalpha,cosalpha.tannum,ta den,d[Ml,pi:
loog color:
float men,sum,max=O;
intr,g,b,c,t;
pi-acos(-1,);
yg=searchln[256]-N/2.;
for(xg=searcbln{O];xg(=searcbln[*nol&&xg)=searchln{Oi:xg+=H1
{
mean-O,;
for (y-O:y<N;y+_)
for(x-O;x<N;x++)
{ GetPix(&color,xg+x,yg+y,O];
col[M'y+xl - ((color>>8)_255_;
_ean +_ colIN*y+xl;
o[M*y+xl - H*y+x;
)
mean /" (N_N_I.I;
tannum- 0,;
tanden- 0,;
forIy-O;y<N;y++]
for (x-O;x<N;x++}
{ if(x<y)
elseif(x!-yJ
if(x+y)N-l)
elseif(x+y!-N-l)
)
tanuum+=col[M'y+x];
tannum--col[M'y+xl;
tenden+:col[N*y+xl;
tanden-= col[N*y+x];
if(tandenl=O,)
{ sinalpba= sin(atan2(tannum,tanden)-pil4.);
cosalpha= cos(atan2(tannu_,tanden)-pi/4.):
)
elseIsinalpba= l.;cosalpba= 0;)
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